WHY WOULD ANYONE BE WILLING TO COME HERE?
Complete absence of pretense. A traffic-less lake. 25 acres of overgrown woods & wild wildlife. Fishing gear, boats, sports equipment, smoking tools & grills are included in your stay. Because we’re literally a ‘mom & pop’ business, expect to be treated as a houseguest, not a renter. Fishing & campfires.
Camp Wandawega is the Definition of Rustic.

Expect ladybugs on your pillow a cricket if you’re lucky. The errant chipmunk doing laps around your cabin. (Possibly larger mamals: We have raccoon squatters who seem to enjoy camping as well.) And then there are the camp showers... We’re talking old-school-scout-camp-concrete-floors-partial open air kind of thing. Be prepared to share them with toads, they were there first. If you require sheets with a thread count higher than 50, a decent mattress, or even someone to pick up the phone, there are dozens of options in the area that would be happy to direct you to. (We are not for the meek, squeamish or any other synonym for folks who don’t like roughing it).

Rus-Tic

adj /rus-tik/

1: of, relating to, or suitable for the country: rural (rustic rolling farmland)
2: simple, artless or unsophisticated.

Characteristic of or resembling country people (lacking in social graces or polish) appropriate to the country (as in plainness or sturdiness) i.e.: heavy rustic boots.

For Many, This is a New Definition of Hell.

Welcome.

Shower Situation:
Toads, spiders in the camp shower (We found a garden snake in their once)

Engineering the Windows:
Window is a pain in the ass to open.

You Don’t Get a Key,
You can’t lock your door, Trust thy neighbor, or go get a room at the Holiday Inn.

What is this thing called AC?
No Air Conditioning & Only Unpredictable Heat.

Lumpy Mattresses:
80-Year Old Squeaky Bed Frame Topped With 10-Thread-Count Sheets

WiFi: Weak, sporadic at best.

Complaints: Address ‘The Management’ (That would be the

Emergency Numbers:
Fire! 911
Beau Me: Frank’s Liquors 58 W Market St Elkhorn 53121
Pizza: Sperinos 262 723 2222
Toilet Paper: 262 325 2413
Provisions: Piggly Wiggly
Nurse: Mercy Walworth N 2900 State Rd 67 Lake Geneva

Counselors: David + Teresa 312 282 4693

Everything you’ve heard is true,

Our bath and guest room haven’t been updated since the hoover administration. Not much has, actually. A trip to wandawega is essentially a trip back in time. Every room has been outfitted with period antiques fitting of its color history from prohibition era lodge / brothel to 1950s summer camp. Guest rooms and cabins come equipped with the standard issues of vintage books, rackets, jigsaw puzzles and a couple of camp issue threadbare guest towels. Your counselors are typically around on the weekend, and would love nothing more than to have a beer with you by the fire, so if you’re the type who thoght the waltons where pampered brats, then we believe you will enjoy your stay at camp wandawega, we are a zero-frills, old school camp experience.